
Pig Iron Tapping Reaches 
Japan-First 400 Million Tons

Pig iron tapping at JFE Steel West Japan Works (Fukuyama 

District) rose cumulatively to 400 million tons on May 8, 2012, the 

first time in Japan that a single steel works had attained this level. 

This mark was reached in 45 years and nine months, following 

the startup of the No.1 blast furnace at the Fukuyama District in 

Hiroshima Prefecture in August 1966.
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World-class Technologies for 
Efficient Production of High-Quality Steel 

JFE Steel produces high-quality steel in furnaces that, while huge, are 

controlled by only a few operators. The company is constantly pursuing 

groundbreaking technologies and processes to continue cutting steel 

production costs and common core technologies to strengthen 

operations throughout the JFE Group.  

Control room of No. 2 furnace at JFE Steel East Japan Works (Keihin District)
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Overseas Business Development 
Through Strategic Partnerships
Guangzhou JFE Steel Sheet, a Chinese joint venture of JFE Steel, 

launched a second continuous galvanizing line in April 2012 as 

part of an integrated production system that encompasses cold 

rolling, continuous annealing and two hot-dip galvanizing lines.
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Construction of Steel Seawall to Protect 
Nuclear Power Station from Tsunami
To provide the Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station of CHUBU Electric Power 

Co., Inc. with protection from destructive tsunami, JFE Engineering has 

helped to design and construct a massive steel seawall that will rise 18 

meters above sea level and extend 1.6 kilometers in length when 

completed at the end of 2012. To finish construction as quickly as possible, 

JFE Engineering devised a procedure for producing the wall’s main 

sections, including all 109 steel shells, off site. The media visited JFE 

Engineering to view some of the massive steel shells in March 2012.
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Bridge Repairs Performed 
With Speed and Precision
The Shimoechi elevated bridge of the Kenodo loop expressway 

straddles heavily travelled National Route 246. JFE Engineering 

installed large reinforcement blocks for the bridge in a mere 15 

minutes, greatly minimizing the time during which traffic had to 

be stopped. JFE Engineering’s technological capabilities as a 

leading bridge builder have attracted much attention.
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Energy-Saving Technologies to 
Address Environmental Problems

Universal Shipbuilding is developing large bulk carriers that significantly 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions by using advanced systems for high-

performance propulsion and hybrid electrical generation. Additionally, 

Universal Shipbuilding is making a comprehensive effort to eliminate the 

risks of oil leaks as part of its proactive approach to help minimize 

environmental loads.
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Rewarding Workplaces for Diverse 
And Highly Active Workforces

The JFE Group strives to provide rewarding workplaces out of respect for the diverse values of its 

employees, regardless of gender or nationality. In addition to offering support systems that help to ensure 

a healthy balance between work, private life and employee welfare, JFE Steel operates the Diversity 

Promotion Sec. and is devising related initiatives to maintain a healthy, happy and dedicated workforce. 
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